September
22   Silk Painting
23   Creativity
30   Silk Painting

October
13   Creativity
14   Acrylic
27   Watercolor
28   Silk Painting

November
3    Creativity
4    Silk Painting
10   Watercolor
11   Acrylic

December
8    Silk Painting
9    Watercolor

Creativity
Dan Beck, Instructor
PARTICIPATE & create! Study how to be more creative in your favorite medium(s). Become less critical and discover your inner creativity. Pablo Picasso said, “All children are artists. The problem is how to remain an artist when he grows up.” This workshop is great for professionals, career enhancement and self-confidence.

Watercolor Painting
Watercolor Laurie Myers, Instructor
Sparking Creativity! Artist-Educator Laurie Myers has been inspiring artists around the county for over 20 years. Learn the basic techniques & tools of watercolor and discover your own style, enjoy the process and ignite your creativity!

Painting
Acrylic Trish Sullivan, Instructor
Painting workshops are designed for the beginner to intermediate level who wish to hone skills and/or experiment with different media. Focus is on basic techniques, Plein Air and direct drawing with brush rather than copying from photographs and grid planning. A variety of techniques are covered to discover what works to develop a personal style.
Silk Painting
Silk Painting Trish Sullivan, Instructor
Basics and advanced techniques in painting directly on silk fabric. Students create wearable art scarves, handkerchiefs, blouses, bags, hats, ties, etc. Finished artwork is colorfast and hand washable or dry cleanable. Intermediate class focuses on color mixing, application, and special effect techniques such as salt application layering, and tie-dye.

Photography: Beginning
Digital, Film, & Slide Trish Sullivan, Instructor
Beginning Photography is for the novice or hobbyist wishing to learn how to improve composition and take better photographs. Basic techniques, history, light, color, and subject are covered. Students may use any type of camera, digital, film or slide. Though digital methods are emphasized in class, students are encouraged to experiment with film and slides. Instruction on archiving, storage, & digital darkroom procedures included.

Prices:
Painting  Adults 12-100+
Beginning $55
Advanced $75

Photography  Adults 12-100+
Beginning $55
Advanced $75

Silk Painting  Adults 12-100+
Beginning $55
Advanced $75

Creativity  Adults 12-100+
Beginning $55
Advanced $75

Note: All workshop sessions are self-paced and tailored to the individual learning styles of the student. Concentration is on developing the skills necessary for each individual discipline and medium. Workshops students not supplying their own materials will be charged a material fee. Painting classes $15 for children, $25 for adults, and $50 for Photography.